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Artificial Intelligence transformative potential has revolutionized
daily activities and work processes, impacting various fields such
as advertising, education, business, and entertainment. While
concerns about human replacement persist, its profound
influence remains remarkable.

AI, a product of human creation, possesses limitations compared
to the adaptable and knowledge-rich human mind. While it
enhances convenience, its reliance on programmed data
constrains its abilities in contrast to human intelligence.



03AI offers its 24/7 availability and accessibility to learning and education through various AI tools whereas
nothing can beat the feeling of learning from someone else’s experience and years of knowledge.

One can get various ideas and inspirations through AI. A human mind can bring fresh creative ideas and
innovative plans and solutions based on the recent information and understanding.

Human interaction can be cut down or brought to a minimum through AI tools and models. Human
interaction allows one to speak and get answers to your questions

Let’s Explore The Advantages And Limitations Of AI vs That Of A Human

Advantages of AI & Human Intelligence
 



03Thinking abilities for AI are completely restricted to the information fed to the software Whereas a human
may be unable to think due to stress or time management issues.

AI lacks cognitive abilities to think, imagine and learn. Human ability to think, imagine, learn can depend
upon an individual’s capabilities.

Experience and knowledge of AI is limited especially as these tools only store the information fed by a
human whereas in humans experience and knowledge can be restricted to age 

Limitations of AI & Human Intelligence
 



03Impulse digital, a digital marketing agency in Navi Mumbai, aims to broaden its services across diverse
categories. The team of experienced experts possesses valuable market insights, enabling us to
collaborate effectively and provide brands with tailored solutions to their digital marketing challenges.
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www.theimpulsedigital.com
 

facebook.com/theimpulsedigital 

@impulsedigi
 

www.instagram.com/impulse_digital
 

www.linkedin.com/company/impulse-digital-marketing-mumbai
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91-9769285224Contact Us:
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Thank you!


